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Product information

Made in France* by Proyacht SARL
331, Avenue du Docteur Lefebvre - 06270 Villeneuve Loubet
Tel. +33(0) 493 229 865
Clin’Azur & Proyacht sont des marques déposées www.clinazur.com

SAFETY DATA SHEET AVAILABLE ON REQUEST FOR PROFESSIONALS USERS.
Always refer to the descriptions on labels. Keep out of reach of children. 

Respect the conditions of use.
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	Nom du produit: 90 NF
	Descriptif anglais: Black streaks remover
	Descriptif français: Nettoyant traces noires
	Langue: En
	Version: Date de la version 11/10/16  V.1
	Description: Multi-purpose alkaline detergent. 90NF quickly removes black marks on the covers, on the waterline, the exhaust outlets, or on sails and canvas. Enchanced degreaser action for cleaning biles and motors.Ready to use.
	Composition: Contains sodium hydroxide.  Contains 5% or more but less than 15%: nonionic and cationic surfactants, and edta salts.
	Aspect: liquid light yellow /
	pH: >=13
	Densité: >1
	Point éclair: N.A
	N°ONU: 3267
	Stockage: Store in original container. Keep container closed when not in use.
	Conditionnements: 700ml Spray
	Compatibilité / Supports: Engine, bilge , floors, hull , rims, sheet metal , plasticized or painted surfaces , varnish , stainless steel, etc.
	Méthodes: - 90NF is used pure by spraying. - Wet the surfaces to be treated before applying the product. Spray the surface to be cleaned and if necessary rub with a sponge or brush.- Leave on for a few seconds and then rinse thoroughly with clean water. - Do not let the product dry before rinsing.
	Précautions: Causes severe skin burns and eye damageDangerous product, respect direction for use.Before use: Always carry out a test on a small area.Do not use in direct sunlight. Do not let the product dry.


